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tbm Project
The original idee for this projeet was derveloped bjr
Bdmrd Beach^ Maoaeer of the Ifoqitioketa Talley Hiiral Sleetrie
Cooperative, Anasosa, loim, tSTm Kenneth R« Brown of the Brown
Engineering Companyy Z>es l^olnes, Iowa, end sCr. Harold H* Beaty,
Agrlcultiaral Engineer^ Iowa State College Extension Service*
The financial support of the original Investigation, which was
aet up on a demonstration basis, was furnished by the £fiaquoketa
Valley Rural Klectric Cooperative*
On September 15, 1947« "Autooatic Grinding of Sar Cora**
designated as Project 1042 the Agricultural Bacperiaent sta
tion, Iowa State College, was instigated* !^e expense axmoy
for the project was furnished by the Iowa utilities Association
as a part of the TTtllisation of Electricity on lam& Farms Pro
ject of th« Iowa 0tilitles Fund In cooperation with the Agri
cultural Experiment Station* The pujrpose was to further the
education of rural people and the development of roethods and
eQuipment for better utilisation of electricity on Iowa farsw*
f»rP9ffff
IRm purpose of this study is prlaarily to develop m
pr&etleal method by which ear corn csn b© processed by small
eleetrle power nnlta^ such as 3 and 5 horsepower electric
motors^ to furnish corn-cob meal to the farmer# The Investi
gations will entail experimentation dealing with a method of
controlling chopped ear com flofw to the hanraer mill for auto
matic or semi-automatic operation.
Justification for the Study
Th© grinding of feed on Iowa farina is becoming a general
practice. According to a recent swrarey by Henderson (6), 60
per cent of Iowa farmers own and preairafibly operpte feed
grinders of one type or another. With the advent of greatly
extended electric service in the rural areas and the program
progressing as rapidly as power supply and nmterials will per
mit« it is deemed advisable that up-to-date data be obtained
in regard to equipment adaptable to the smaller electric
motors. The electric service that has been obtained by appr<«l-
mately 79 per cent (10) of the Iowa farms has caused the
farmer to focus his Interest and attention on the use of elec
tricity for agricultural production and processing.
The farmer who has been accustomed to grinding grain with
tractor power Is familiar only with the larger type of grinder^
whether of the hamaT or plate type^ that requires from 15 to
30 horsepower on the belt for satisfactory and eeonomleal oper
ation.
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fftct has caused eonsidarabXe dissatisfaction vlth
tha grlodsrs vhlch nqxilrm only a 3 o* 5 horsepower aotor due
to their Halted eapeelty. It ls« therefore» essential that
one of the two fellowii^ alternatives be aade availablei
!• Design and/or use a unit that will aain*
tain the desired capacity.
2m Heduce the labor element by aaklng the
process autouuitic or send-autoBiatic
with saall powered unita«
Since the private Power Companies and th® Farmer-Owned
Electric Cooperatives prefer motors of not over 7-1/2 horse*
power on a single-phase distribution line, it is evident that
we mast proceed with the second alternative mentioned above.
fhe problM of adapting the sawll electric powered fe^
grinder for the processing of small grain can be solved coa-
paratively easy over ^t of grinding ear corn where corn-cob
aeal is desired. This is due to its adaptability to controlled
flow by gravity at a given rate which is determined by the
capacity of the grinding unit Involved. Because of the
"bridging effect" and the inaptnoss to uniform and select^]
flow of ear com it is necessary to have a special force feed
ing mechanism of some type which will give a uniform rate of
flow. V. C. Krueger (7) states, •*The present design of somll
haoBer allls will not accoomodate the autoaatlc feeding of
ear eorn, which is desirable In sooe s^tlons."* Mr. Krueger*s
statement further amplifies the need for the developaent of
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equipment for the reduction of the labor requirement when the
farmer wishes to g^li^ ear com In order to produce eorn-eob
seal with the small grinding units.
The matter of aatoaatle and/or senl->autoaatie grinding is
further amplified by Colby (4yp»l6)t
It Is necessary with grinders of small capacity
that they be operated automatlcelly for economi
cal reasons# Many farm installations will be
relatively small In eapaelty| and therefore this
factor of automatic control Is very Important.
A man cannot afford to feed a smell grinder ^
hand; and If he does^ the labor cost* added to
his investment, depredation, maintenance, ete*«
will make the practice of grinding his grain
more expensive than to have it custom ground.
Due to this problem, which Is prevalent on Iowa farss where
small 3 or 5 horsepower electric motors are used on the hammer
mill type of grinder, a study of this type is highly Jtistlfled
providing It will decrease the labor element involved as well
as lead toward more economical management of equipment. If a
method of handling the aforementioned problem were developed on
an eeonomleal basis, it would assist in establishing sonirf
economics for the purchase of a grinder for use with other
grains. Furthermore, it is a knov?n fact that some farmers will
purchase grinders for the convenience only and will be desirous
of having the information that a study of this type might bring
to them.
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Rerlew of Literature
Ijklas. ai KTlB«»lM IttAa Isa. llTaatoek
Angr dlscQsslon of feed grinding or proeessing maat be
based fondsoentallx tipon the otmstlon of whether or not it is
]i^tlfied froB aa eeonoaieal standpoint* Aiqr stiitable lire*
stock foodstuff fed on a farn should. In a final analysis^ give
thp greatest n«t return after tsaklng all necessary allowances
and deductions.
X* Blaaser (^yp^l) states that^ '*There sf^ms to be very
little question about the desirability of grinding feedsy
particularly grains, for wost classes of livestock^'*
lene (8) at the New Jersey Station founds
!• That for «llk and butter prodoction. the feed*
ing Talue of corn<-eob snal was greater than
that of ear corn* The yield of milk was 9*3
per cent, greater, and the yield of fat was
4.9 per eent« greater*
2. That 57*3 por cent* of the corn fed in the ear
passed through the aliaentary tract praetl*
eally unchanged, as shown by snalysls*
Purthemore, In the justification of grinding feed for
liYe.^tocV:, Cook of th^ ffew Jers^T" Station (5) shows ttats
1* • • • the cost of feed for the sixty days on
the corn Heal ration was !l33.76. and 129 on
the corn and cob meal ration* In other words^
the cost of feed was l6*7 per cent* greater*
2* The com and cob neal ration paid ?2«62 «ore
profit than eorn neal ration, or an ijocrease
of 17«$ ptf cent*
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Itorrlson (9) states thsti
Experiments have proved conclusively that It pays
to grind shelled corn or ear corn for dairy cattle*
• • . If the cost of grinding ear corn to corn
and cob meal Is less than the cost of shelling It
and then grinding the shelled corn. It Is econonl-
cal to tise corn and cob nteal, even If there are
other bulky feeds In the concentrate mixture.
In aecordanee with the above authorities, It can be
assuaed that foodstuffs, Including ear corn, for most animals
i^onld be ground.
Furthermore, according to the above figures we can further
justify Investigation to decrease the cost of processing ear
corn and corn and cob meal.
£t^ ^ Investigations
Little material Is available for review and consideration
on handling ear corn with the small electric feed grinder.
«• C« Krueger (7) states thats
n^e present design of small hammr mills will not
accomrodate feeding of ear corn which Is desirable
In some sections. This obstacle to this use of
the mill can be overcome by the addition of a cob
crusher.
However, In his Investigations there was no attempt to develop
equipment which woulri enable the operator to have automatic or
seaii-automatlc operation of the grinding units.
Preliminary work on a demonstration basis, Harold H.
Beaty of the Iowa State College Extension Service, conducted m
a farm In eastern Iowa, Indicated that automatic grinding of
•ar corn was a possibility If the corn was first chopped or
-7-
emshed Into uniform lec^ths (2), The Installation was
powered with a 1/4 horsepower electrle motor on the Iwpper.
The 3<»foot at^er was eonneeted dlreetly to the worm sear speed
reducer* Due to the construatlon of the tmlt the "bridging
effect* was present as well as stoppage at tt» exit end of the
auger. In the demonstration there was no record of the power
required or capacity data* Furthermore, rK> economic aTOlysls
to Justify such equljiHsent was mpde for this Individual Installs*
tlon,
W» C. Krueger (7)» In his Investigations, states thati
A simple, positive, uniform and non-clogging feeding
mechanise must he provided, and of such design that
an ample storage hopper can be used. It should per
mit definite adjustments in feeding rate, so parti
cular settings can be duplicated.
This Is especially adaptable for Iowa farms since the
grinders are used for all small grains, which require different
settings for satisfactory operation. These settings will be
determined for ear com during the course of this Investigation.
Advantages IjqsK
Even though home grinding may be slightly more expensive
than custom grinding, the farmers of Iowa are still purchasing
and using feed grinders on their fsrms, of either tractor or
electric power* According to Beaty and Struthers (l,p«2), the
reasons as voiced by the farmer are as followsi
1* Zt saves the cost and laeonvenlenoe of hauling the
grain from the farm to the eon»erelal milling establlshanent and
—then back to the faria*
2m It allows the farmer to make a spare-ti^ Job of his
srlQdlxie, utilising a few hours eaeh week that sight otherwise
he wasted.
3* It eliainates the necessity of a large storage spaoe
for grooad grain because a large reserre supply Is not neces*
sary to eerry over a period of bad weather*
4. Grotmfi grain turns rancid r^sore rapidly than whole
grainy hence, spoilage losses can be reduce*! by grinding as
needed*
5* Where electricity Is aTailable for power the operation
can be aade automatic, requiring little or no attention from
the operator*
6« Farm work Bmat often be interrupted in order to spend
a half day or aore hauling feed to the custoa alll or helping
the portable mill operator grind the necessary feed*
The chaoeea of the ground grain tumii^ rancid, as aen»
tioned in item 4 above, may be further alleviated by having an
automatic method of grinding and by doing the grinding require
ments caily.
£fiSJc SL hsm. grinding
The absence of methods for handling and processing ear
corn has caused experiment stations to overlook this item i^en
mmkXx^ comparative grinding cost suaniaries for electric power
units* If such costs were shoim, they would be out of line as
•9-
ooapAr«& with Uw costs of grladlng other grains dus to the
I«)»or eXeas&t in handling* Accordiog to present practices»
espeeleUj with snalX heaoer aillsy it is necensary tor as
operate to be present*
foXlovinc costsf as reported by X« Blauser (3«P*A-)
are for the grinding of sbeXled eats* vheat and barleys
fable 1
Cost and Yearly Ov^head Charges
Complete Grinding tinit
Sixe of Cnit 3 5
Cost
Grinder Al liotoar 1180.00 1225*00
Yearly
Ovax^^d Charge $ 22*03 $ 27*5^
Sotet Overhead eharges
Depreciation
Interest 6% of ATerage Investseat
Taxes, housing, ^2 x lifeCyrB*) *
iastiranee 1^
Table 1 gives the aTer&ge cost and y^rly over
head charges tor grinders of * * • 3 horsepower
and 5 horsepower]* Those costs are for ha^er
type grinders * * * *
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Table 2
Grinding Costs
ShelXad Com| Oats, Wheat Barlejr
'Medium Coarse for Dairy Cows
'brooxid
Annually
ilSSfil
Total Cost
(Cents per »
21.10
11.93
t:U
4,22
25.70
19.96
16.52
14.22
11.35
:U
7,2*
6.19
5.50
4.58
NoteI Rate of grinding 200 lbs, per H.P.H. or
Energy consumption 15 K*W«H« per ton
Pover cost 3^ per K.W.H,
Maintenance coat ICpf per ton.
Table 2 gives grinding costs including hoth
operating and overhead for • • • [3 horsepover
and 5 horsepower] grinders grinding from as
little as 4 tons per year to as imich as 100
tons per year* The colu&n giving the tons
ground annually, may also be considered as
giving the nonber of cows in the herd* In
arriving at these coats per huz»ired pounds,
the folloiring assumptions vrere sadex grind**
ing to consist of shelled corn, oats, wheat
and barley, ground medium coarse; rate of
grinding 200 pounds per H.P.K.j energy con**
sumption 15 K.W.H. per ton; power cost 3<f
per maintenance cost 10^ per ton}
overhead charges as set up in Table li and
no labor charge as all the units are to be
used with overhead bins.
coats shown in Table 2 decrease as the increases.
Therefore, by adopting a SMthod for autooatically handling ear
corn, ve can further increase the voluae, decressing the annual
cost.
•11-
Xht Probl«a
Tho first problem which becarao apparent In the developaent
of a method of processing ear corn by grinding end crushing
with Biaall power units iras the lack of infortastion on the
tiyraniBg ©f ear corn in quantities required for feeding «ie
aill automatically* The available inforaiation was only
#
ft stetrasnt that it shoald be crushed or chopped preliminary to
the grinding.
The second problem was the capacity of small baKier oiUs*
Several imrestigations had been sade dealing with ear corn^ but
due to the wide wariance of results it was deeaed advisable to
niake capacity tests for stieh eondltlons* There was no inforaa-
tion available on the capacity of the hemnwr mill when it was
grinding crushed or chopped corn for the product of corn-cob
meal.
the optlnua objectives of this problem were as foUovsi
1, To determine the eafttCity and power recrements of
a rei^esentatlve hanmer millf first with the 3 horaepoww and
then with the 5 horsepower electric motor as the power wait.
2. To deterrnine the capacity of the crusher as well as
the power requiresisenta*
3« To develop a isethod by which ear corn could be pro«
cessed with a small haamer mill to furnish corn-cob meal*
4» To determine a method of controlling corn flow to the
grinder for automatic or semi-automatic operation*
-la-
5» to dotanslno other faetorv la conjunction with tho
atoro tosts which will bo of value to the Iowa farmer.
£<mliaMBt
-X3-
mU^aXART IlfTESTlOmOKS
T«ats of BaiBoer Kill
,« Th« C« Bm Boll SO. 2 hanawr adlly ft# shovn
In Tifuro 1^ was tostod to dotormino tho pover roQtdroments and
capacity vhon grilling both ear corn arid choppod corn. It vas
astusad that this unit vas representative of the snail hai^wr
mills that are on the market at the present time which are
adaptable to the small electric power units such as the 3 and
the 5 horsepower electric tsotors*
nw unit was of the non-rlsld swinging hajwer type» Figure
e^ipped with a 12 ineh suction tgrpe blowtf for resovlng the
ground or pnlwerlsed product froa the collection ehaaber below
the removable screens* The unit was also equipped with a dust
collector and bagging attachflMnt by steans of 4 ineh pipe froB
the outlet of the suction blower :!ientioned t^bowe.
Power unitsM Two power units were used for the tests;
nat&ely^ the 3 horsepower electric siotor and the 5 horsepower
electric motor*
For the first series of tests the grinder was powered with
the 3 horsepower General Klectrie repulsion induction aotor|
Figure If operating on alternating current of single*phaae
three wire 220 volt service* The aotor was listed on the
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n&Mplat« as operating at 1750 r.p.n. under loaded eondltloz»«
7or the seeond series of teats the grinder vas povered
with a General Eleetrle 5 horsepower repulsion Induction
BOtoTf Figure 3, opemtlng from the same type of service as
the 3 horsepower motor.
The 3 horsepower motor was mounted on the base of the
hanmr mill as a permanent Installation, as shown In Figure 1«
while the 5 horsepower motor was mounted on a hand truck for
portability, Flgiore 3. Thus it was quite simple to change from
the 3 to the 5 horsepower motor or vice versa. This was quite
advantageous la later tests of the experimental hopper when it
was desired to chaise the grinder power units.
Measuring devices. An electrical feed-th»agh panel with
convenient current and voltage ternlaals was constructed for
the measuring equipment. The equipment, which iiM^luded a
graphical kilowatt-hour meter, current transformer, voltmeter
and dial type recording kllowfltt-hour meter, was connected
according to the schematic firing diagram shown In Figure 5.
The graphical kilowatt-hour meter, Figure 4b, was connected
through an adjustable current transformer which gave a reduc
tion In amperage of 10 to 1 so that axqr reading taken from the
recorded chart, which represents the denand of the electrle
BK>tor used, inist be niultlplled by a factor of 10 to give the
correct reading. By determining the demand it facilitated in
feeding the grinder at a uniform rate at maximum operating
capacity.
-16-
' <?V" - '
Figure 3, 5 Horsepower Motor Mounted on Truck.
Flgurfi 4. Instruments Used in Tests;
(a) Voltmeter
(b) Graphical Kilowatt-hour Meter
(c) Current Transformer
(d) Dial type Kilowatt-hour Meter.
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thB dial typ* racording kilewatt*^u7ur mmtwr imt used to
oeaeure the total inpat energy for the duration of the teat run
eoimting the noa^r of reroXutions the diae* The aatar
ma calibrated by the Electrical Ex^ineerii^ Teating Labora-
tory^ and it ma founfl that 3 vatthoura were consuaed fOT each
revolution of the diac.
Two persons vere required to run capacity and power
requireoient teats on the hssuser niill* While one person fed the
corn into the aill and governed the rate of feedii^ by watch
ing the recording graphical kilowatt-hour meter, the other
party counted the revolutions of the nater diae and operated
the stop mteh* The lei^th of each teat ma deterained by the
aaoont of com in each aaaple which waa weighed prelimiiuiry to
grinding* The saatples were fairly unifortu in weight) however,
no attempt was made to use equal quantities in each run or
series of runs. Further^re, the sample was taken as the corn
was unloaded from the wagon) thus, a sample comparable to the
average farn grinSing waa obtained, as shown in Figure 6*
In order to obtain a fair average for both capacity and
power requirwenta^ a 8«riea of 10 or more tests were made for
ea^ of the 3 screen aises, Figure 7$ namely^ 1 ioehf 1/4 inch,
and 1/2 iachy when the mill ma powers mXth both the 3 and the
5 h<»rsepower mtora and also when grinding both ear c(Mrn and
crushed com*
-19-
M
\mP
Figure 6. Representative Sample of Ear Corn
Used, in the Tests.
\
Figure ?• screens Used with No. 2 Bell Hammer Mill
(a) 1 inch screen
(b) 3A iuoh Screen
(o) 1/2 inch Screen.
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Th« eapaelty of the hammer mill In poooda par hour vaa
eaXetilatad bjr tha foXlovl&e aqoatloni
Canafiity .
F<mads par Hour T
vhara
P m pounds of grain grounS durixig tast
T « duration of test in saeonda
36CO m saeonda per hour
Tha power required vas eompated from the data obtained
from the dial recording watthour meter disc.
M/Hoar -
vhere
T « duration of teat
K B reroIutloBs of aeter diae
& » 3 * factor for vatthour fBeter
3600 « aeconda per hour
1000 Factor—1000 Vatthours « 1 kilowatt hour
The hammer mill, in all testa| vas operated at the same
r.p.a.) glying a uniform comparison of values* The no-
load rotating s^^eed was 328^ r.p.a* There vas some slippage aa
vas to be expected. The average no-load r.p.a* of tha motor
vas 1775* Therefore, disregarding slippage and vlth the ratio
of X*84- to 1, the full load r»p«m« ikT the hamaer mill should
iM 3^39 r.p««* The lowest r.p.m* of tha hammer mill measured
wa 3194* Ibese asasurem^nts vere taken vlth an Integrating
eounter vhlch gives the average rotation for a period of 3
-21-
••eoxida* Th« drlvar pullsy was transferred fron ozmi motor to
ttw othar im«n«Tar ths tasts rnvdnd such a cbansa.
Tha noiatura eontast of tha earn «as dat«rttliiad ^lor to
grlndlnf by tha TM^Happanstall sathod* A sarias of six saa*
plos vara talnn for aaeh load or fraetlos tharoof of oom crouadi
A noBbar of tha tasts wara run from tha aaaN loa4 of emif hanoa
aeeountlng for tha saisa ^latiira eontant listing on a sarias of
tasts* Slnca tha ooistura content v&s not a varlsbla in these
tasts 9 It vas felt that this ge^e ^stiffielent InforoiBtion and
verification for the data obtained.
fiasnlts
Zt vill be mteA fros tha raprasentatlTe daaand eurraSf
shovn la Tlgurmm 8 to 19* tha difficult In •alntalnins a hand
foadins rato of sueh qwntitjr to sustain a uniform demand tor
thn dnratlOT of the test periods* Forthermora^ It was avldont
that a msdm of times the nmnaal eapaelty of thm haaaar aill
mas exceeded in aceordai^e ^tb the demand. In the ease of a
3 horsmiiiomeT aiotor operating at 100 per cent effloienc/ the
demand should be ?«24 KW, and It vas atteiipted to maintain the
demand neter at 3 KW* Considering; the variations, it mas felt
that the optimum operatlnf conditions vfmld be obtained. Like->
vise with the 5 horsepomar motor * the perfect denand should be
3*73 KWy and the feedlax maa coverned to attempt to keep the
dmwid metmr arotiad 4.8 KV«
The 3 horsepower motor was eaaily overloaded and did
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Tlme - Minutes
15 10 5
Figure 8* RepresentatlTe Demand Curves of 3 Horse
power Motor when Operating the Bell No. 2
Hammer Mill Grinding Crushed Ear Corn
through 1 inch Screen.
Time - Minutes
i5 IP 5
Figure 9» Representative Demand Curves of 3 -Horse
power Motor when Operating the Bell No. 2
Hammer Mill Grinding Sar Com through
1 inch Screen.
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Time - Minutes
10 5
Representative Demand Curves of 3 Horse
power Iffotor when Operating the Bell No# 2
Hammer Mill Grinding Crushed Ear Corn
through 3//»- inch Screen.
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Figure 11« fiepresentative Demand Curves of 3 Horse
power Motor when Operating the Bell No. 2
Hammer Mill Grinding Ear Corn through
3/4 inoh Screen.
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Figiare 12. Representative Demand curves of 3 Horse
power Motor when Operating the Bell No. 2
Hammer Mill Grinding Crushed Ear Corn
through 1/2 inch screen.
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8«m to tbm pov«r for recovery l^t ««e neeessary* time
inereeelag the aTerage deaand. Hovever^ vlth the 5 hareepover
motor the fXuctvations vere of greater aaplltade aad acNre trm^
qtient iihleh indicated a better recovery^ although in Bone caseg
desand valuee are high.
The average capacity, demand, and electrical consumption
for the various conditions are shown in Table 15* Froa these
Table 15
of Capacity and Power Heqiiireaents
of Bell Ifo* 2 Hamraer 10.11
Screen founds of • »*Hr. 1
Slse Grain t KV Per 1 Beaiarks
Per Hour 1 _ Ton «
t
3 Horsepower
••Ml
0
1" 1156
•
s 2.75 5.08 t Sar Corn
1" t 3.04 4.68 t Chopped Corn
3/4" 872 1 3.05 6.97 « Ear Corn
3/4« 955 1 3.12 6^0 t Chopped Corn
1/2" 626 s 3-22 10,13 1 3Sar Corn
1/2" 739 1
m
3.12 8.53 »
a
Chopped Corn
5 Horsepower
•
Motor t
A
1" 2053
•
t 4.09 4.00 t Ear Com
1" 2303 1 4.77 4.15 1 Chopped C<a*n
3/4" 1525 t 4.63 6.13 t Ear Corn
y4- 1909 % 4.28 4,54 1 Chopped Corn
1/2" 1107 t 4.69 7.91 1 Ear Corn
1/2- t 4.79 1 Chowwd Cora
values one can readily note that the energy consuaption for
grinding with a 1/2 inch screen Is alr:K>st 50 per cent greater
than with a 1 inch screen for the same quantity. This indicates
that for economical use of ground grain. It would require Justi
fication for using the finer screen when grinding ear corn or
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chopped corn*
la all but ona easa tha anargjr eonauaptloo par ton of
ground oora^eob aaal «aa laaa if tha com vas eruahad* Upon
chacklnc tha daaazkd cwraa It will ba notad that tha floetiaa*-
tlona ara qaltm pravalant ahleh aeeouata for thm dlacrapaney*
This indieatas a possibility that If the crushing of the corn
prior to grlzidlng does not Increase the electrical consuzaptlon^
It vlU assist to Justify the addition of crushing equlpoant*
The results as determined by the tests are taaxiswB under
the given conditions. Hoveyer^ the electrical distribution
system supplied energy for the tests at a voltage of 196 volts
Instead of tha 220 volts recooawndad for tha aotor^ or a
daflcleney In voltage of 10*88 per eent. This low voltage eon<-
dltlon affeets thm operating affielaney of the aotorf hence ^
tha results under noraal voltage supply should be approxlaately
10 per cent sore favorable than the results shown for giaxlaaa
power deaand.
Fineness modulus tests were not aiade for these investiga*
tions as the interest was 3ore in the capacity and power
requireaents to determine whether or not it is Justifiable to
use an automatic feeding mechanlsa*
The difficulty idiich was experienced by overloading tha
aotor and uneven deaand by hand feeding Indleatas acre strongly
the need for adapting a aore unlfora feadlng arrangeaent* If
the above conditions were prevalent under controlled operation^
it can ba assumed that such would be present in actual fara
*44
oper&tlonSy aeeomiting for the laek of acceptance of the small
electric hanmier ralll for grinding enr corn on the Iowa farn»
Tests of Crusher
isaljmst
Crasher, The Bloom Ho* 2 Crasher, Flgnre 23, nanofsctored
by the Bloom Haonfactiirlng Compansr, Independence, Iowa, was used
for erashlng or chopping th« ear com used In the experimental
feeder dlscnssed later In this report. The rnilt was selected
due to Its adaptability for the purpose Intended with this pro
ject.
The unit consists of three main parts; namely, the feeder,
crusher and elevator, all of which are oper?^ted by chain drive
from the driven shaft of the crusher. The crushing Is accom*
pushed by two knlfe-edged rollers, Figure 22, whleh operate
so that their edges come together and by crushing and sllelag
action cause the corn to be cat Into fairly uniform
langths of 1-1/2 laeh, as shown In Figure 24.
In order that the subject equipment could be used with the
•acperlirental hopper It was necessary to add an extension of
about 4 feet onto the elevator so that the corn conld be put
Into the hopper. The original elevator, which was 10 feet In
length, was designed for the ordinary wagon box height, but was
Insufficient for use with this process.
For the capacity and power requirement tests
-45-
Figure 22, Feed Table of Bloom No. 2 Crusher Show
ing also Crushing or Chopping Rollers.
Figure 23. Bloom No# 2 Crusher without Elevator,
-46-
Figure 24. Representative Sample of Crusliecl
Corn.
Figure 25. Bloom No. 2 Gruslier with 5 Horsepower
Motor and Elevator, showing Flywheel
Being Used as Driven Pulley,
^7-
th« 3 horsepower aotor^ as iised on the feed grinder, was used.
By utilislnc this aotor^ another additional aotor requireoMt
voald be eliaiBated.
lotttieatal gmf<lTin;f
Two persons were required to run the eapaeit/ and power
requireinent tests on the crusher. While one person fed the
ear corn into the feeder and governed the rate of feeding by
the ability of the feeding chains to drag the corn into the
cutting rollers, the other party counted the revolutions of
the dial type kilowatt-hour aeter and operated the stop watch*
The length of each test was deterained by the aaouat of corn
in the sample y which was weighed prelifldnary to chopping
beeaue of the inaccuracies that would have existed due to loss
of shelled corn fron the bettos of the chopper and on the
elevator. Even thoarh the safsples were fairly uniform in
weight, no atte^ipt was made to have equal weights in each ane»
Furthermore I as shown in Figure 6, the saiiple was taken as the
corn was unloaded froni the wagon.
The caXculetionF for the capacity and power reqxalrements
were the same as for those on the grinder tests*
In accordance with the factory recoouendations, ^e crasher
was operated at approxliiately 750 r.p.m* This was aeeomplished
by using a 4 inch diamter vee pulley on the motor and the fly*
whewl of the crusher as the driven jmlley as shown in Figure 25.
Some variations in angular velocity of the flywheel were noted
-48-
to the adaptation ef the flywheel as a driven pulley which
was not designed for vee belt drlTe* Howerer, by using this
MttKMl It was possible to eliminate power loss sources by hav
ing a gear reduction or system of vee-pulleys for reducing the
angular rotation velocity from 1750 r.p.m, of the motor to 250
r.p.m. of the crusher.
Besulta
The results, as tabulated in Table 16^ ii»31eate that there
Is a wide variance In the operating capacity of the com enuhar
tested. As will be noted, the capacity varied fron 6580 to
9160 pounds per hoar, with an average of 8163 pounds per hour,
or from 94 bushels to 130.9 bushels per hour. Offhand this
indicates a wide variance; however, it must be kept in raind
that the ear corn used was not selected ears but Included shelled
corn as well, and perhaps if volume rather than weight had been
used as a factor a more uniform series of results would have
been obtainec^. However, since our Interest Is In the quantity
of ear corn in the condition that the farmer would handle it^
it is of advantage that the figures mentioned above be used.
0poa preliminary investigation it was found that the no-
load power requiresent of the crusher was 624 watts and thB no-
load of the motor was 360 watts. This gave a total no-load power
requirement prior to crushing of 984 watts. Noting the preced
ing table that the power demand varied from I.6I kilowatts per
hour to 1.86 kilowatts per hour, it Indicates that a 2 horsepower
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eleetrle sotor should be used for this squlpBsftt to snsbls
operator to have m nargln of reserve power. Bepresentetlve
deasnd eurves for a few of the tests are shown In Figure 26.
If en arranfesient could be aade so that the elsTator wonXd not
be required ^ a 1 horsepower aotor would handle the crushing at
a Tery satisfactory capacity.
When using the crusher other than for the tests It was
noted that It had sufficient oapacl^ for handling the C(^n as
fast as an Indlviaual would care to shovel into the unit*
-51-
Ulnutea
Figure 26« Repreaeatative Demand Curves of 3
Horsepower Motor when Operating the
Bloom No. 2 Crusher during the
Capacity Tests.
SXPSRIUSHTAI.
Ito ffymfawnlril hmw
•xperimentaX hopper for feeding eruahed eorn Into the
small hammer mills was constructed prlaarily of wood^ Imt ime
reinforced steel angle Irons at Tltal p^^nte^ as shown in
Figure 27, to help sustain the load which vould be encountered
i^n the hopper was filled to eapaeitar.
tkm hopper was designed for a eepaeitsr of approxiBately
50 babels of em^ed corny which ms assuaied to be of adequate
sise when considering capacity of an ordinary fans wagon
bn» This capacity demanded a hopper oT 6 feet square 8
feet in height* The height was laade necessary due to the clear*
ance reculred for the instellation of the average small
DiiU underneath the unity this required clearance haing approxl-
BMitel^ 30 Inches*
The end walls of tiie hopper wwe constructed with 4 Indi
Material as l^s, reinforced at the top and 5 feet below the
top with 2 ineh by 4 inch material* The space between was
enclosed with tongue and grooved flooring. The ends were tied
toget^«r wi^ 2 by 4 inch pieces, and the top 2 feet of the sides
were enclosed by the saae type of tongue and grooved flooring
-53-
Scail€"^ ' 1
Figure 2 7. f xpe/^meNTAL Hopper CfPoss Sbct/on
-54-
as vas usad on tha ands« Tha haXanca of each side vas enclosed
hy plyvoed panels ^ which could have been of the same isaterlal
as the upper portion, arranged in channels so that tha panels
could ba raised and lowered as daeaad necessary when the adjust
ments were nade for th9 warioua angles of the sloping bottoa
that were to be used during the course of the investigation*
Tha 2 by 4 pieces across the bottoai of the end walls ware
reinforced by pieces of angle iron, centered on the hopper^ of
4 feet in length and of 2-1/2 inch by 2-1/2 by 1/4 inch diaen-
sion. These angle irons were also for the purpose of having a
satisfactory place for attaching the angle irons, which were of
2 inch by 2 Inch by 1/4 inch diniension, fear hanging the auger
trough at the bottom of the vee of the sloping sidas.
The construction of the hopper was such that the flooring,
or ^e sloping sides, could be adjusted in sl<^ from 15 degrees
to 45 degrees in Intervals of approxiutely 5 degrees, f&r
ezperiaental purposes this mis accomplished by attaching steel
pipe to the 2 by 4 dimension oaterial that was used as support
for the plywood flooring, and then drilling holes every 2 inches
along the steel pipe so that they would fit between angle irons
attached to tho cross brace shown in Figure 28. The sloping
sides were attached to the auger trough angle irons by hii^es
so that there wcmld be no need tor adjustaent at thia point*
Therefore, by chac^cing the pins ^trough the steel pipe on ^e
cross brace the angle of slope could be altered quite readily*
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Zbt usfli:
Th« uMd for th« hoppor eo&slstod of a aaXvaged
thrashing naehlna alerator of tha grain atigar typa® of a pitch
of 5-1/2 inches aiifl 6 Inch dlanatar* Tha angar honslng vas
spilt and the auger exposed for tha 6 feet necassary to fit
hetveen the end walls of the hopper^ and the raaalndar of the
auger was left er^losed and extended out beyond tha hopper as
shown In Figure 28, This permitted tha placement of the grinder
out beyond the hopper and allowed acffe roosa for the handling of
tha ground grain^ providing such a feeding arrangenent would
prove satlsfmetory. However, it was found necesaary* as will be
discussed later, to change the opening so that the corn would be
deUvered to tha grinder feed platform directly unAar the end
wall of tha hoppar*
Two types of power units were used as drive itechanisais for
powering the auger; nasiely, the/ were a fractional horsepower
Qotor and the larger 3 •nd 5 horsepower feed grinder motors*
The first unit used was the 1/4 horsepower electric notor
as shown in Figures 28 anS 29* This unit was located on the
outlet end of tha hopper and powered the auger through a speed
reduction systea eonsistizkg of wora gears and vee belts and
sheaves or pulleys* The thus described mechanisa drove a shaft
which was located on top of the hopper and with variable pitch
-57-
pttllajr o« opposite •nd drove th« nhieh also had a triable
piteh palXey*
Tha second utbod consisted of driving the auger through a
slallar speed reducing system directly from the motor that
operated the hanoMr mill* This system called for the rearrange*
ment of the speed reducing mechanism, as shown in Figures ^0
and 31* This procedure took power that could have been used
for operating the hatamer milly but It was fcyund to be a^re
practical as will be explained la the rwsults of the teats of
this apparatus*
Ttiit various rotative spe^s for the auger were obtained by
tbe ^i^lng of the v«e pulleys as was necessary. It wb» real*
Ized that this was an Impractical way for such to be accomplished
but due to the fact that there was no Information available as
to the optlnum speed requirements, this served as an inexpensive
substitute for an elaborate variable speed mechanism* This
method enabled the completion of the tests and the deterrolnatlon
of the necessary data for the adaptation of a speed reducer unlt«
Investigations
hforatpmr jbssu saU
Z&S. AfiU auger > The first series of tests were made with
the fractional horsepower power unit driving the auger shaft
through ^e overhead shaft with a variable pitch vee pulley on
both, and the auger exposed as shown in Figure 32*
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Pigure 30* Speed Redacing MechazLlsm, showing
Chain Drive. The same Setup was
Used in the First Series of Tests
with Vee-Belts,
Figure 31. 5 Horsepower Motor, showing Drives
to Hammer Mill as well as to the
Auger Mechanism.
-59-
Figure 32, Looicljig down on Auger,
Figure 33. Location of the First Change in the
Discharge Outlet of the Auger Trough,
-60-
The experlcaental hopper was loaded with epproxiaately 10
bushels of crushed corn es it came froa the crusher. The com
ves then lereled so that it was oovering the atiger uniformly,
and oare was taken that the com was not packed whieh would
interfere with the proper result analysis of the test* As
shown in Figure 29» the atsger trough was such that it was i»ees<-
sary for the corn to feed to the end and be dropped to the
floor. This procedure was followed in order that an attempt
could be aade to analyse the manner in which the experimental
hopper and feeding mechanism would operate*
A rmo^r of times the auger would stick due to the corn
binding between the auger and the auger trough, and also between
the auger astd the 2 ineh ^ 4 inch crosspieee that was directly
omr the auger oa the end wall* This trouble followed back to
the driving aeehaaisa, caueitig slippage of the belts* la soae
instances the motor would be overloaded and l^e overload pro«
teetion on the motor would break the circuit* tl%e letter was
particularly true after an adjustable belt tightener was
installed to prevent the slippage* The slippage in general was
due to the slow angular velocity of the auger, since the uiajorlty
of the slippage would come between the overhead and the auger
shaft poUeya* This was also due to the weight of the corn oa
the auger and the z^sistive forces moving with shearing action
as the com was being transferred to the outlet end of the auger*
The tgessure plate> Due to the results obtained in
analysing the open auger, it was felt that perhaps if a pressure
plat« v«re installed awmr thm an^sr so that the diraet down*
ward firassara of tha corn voold not be applied directly on ^e
auger 9 a siaffieient aaooat of the pressure would be relieved
so that the notor would not be overloaded, thus, it was antl->
eipated that it would relieve some of the other difficulties
tii&t were incurred when the open auger was used.
A triangular pressure plate, IP, inches in width with 4?
degree side slopes« as shown in FlgureB34 and 39, was installed
so that the height above the auger could be adjusted to suit
the reisuireisents* The adjustoent holes for the raising ajad
lowering of the pressure plate ean rMdily be seen in the center
of Figure 29*
An operative test was aade by placing about 10 bushels of
eorn In the hopper when the cloarance between the side of the
plate and the sloping bottom was 2 inches. At tliis height
insufficient corn ^ould enter the auger, proving this arrange
ment unsatisfactory. Upon adjusting the pressure plate by 1
inch incresents and reloading with approxiiaately 10 bushels of
corn and following the same procedure with additional operative
tests9 it was found that in order to have the plate high enough
for sufficient eorn to enter the auger aikt not be confronted
seriously with the bridging problea of the husks« the auger would
be overloaded and would bind as in previous .methods aqU tests.
Figure 36 shows the tendency to bridge against the cross*
piece just above the auger. It was ispossible to get a picture
of the corn binding between the auger and the auger trcmgh.
Figtire 34«
Figure 35.
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Tlie Triangular Pressure Plate Con
structed of Angle Iron and Galvanized
Metal.
Side View of Pressure Plate Installed
in the Sxperimental Hopper with one
of the Sloping Sides Lowered to 15
Degrees.
Figure
.63-
View of Corn Bridging Against the
2 inch by k inch Crosspiece Above
the Auger, when Pressure Plate was
in place.
Figure 37, The Third Sloping Side in Place with
one of the Sloping Sides Dropped to
15 Degrees.
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Iba chanaaa Ifl «ug« itaBBfa* In to s«t awjr fro« the
bridging effect ai^inet the oroeepieee at the bottom of the moA
vallf the opening in the auger trough was cut with ^e back
edge of the opening being located Just below the end vall« tat
this offered little relief to the difflciilty* IhereforCf an
opening was cut Jiist Inside the end wall^ and that alleviated
the trouble with bridging and piling up at this point. The
first new opening is shown in Figure 33 while the second and
final change in the opening can be located in Figure 48.
With the change in the auger trough as mentioned above»
a new series of operative tests were aiade with the pressure
plate Installed as previcnxsly aentloned. the unit was still
unsatisfaetory for the optlooa requirements of the hopper due
to lack of power on the auger for critical .-noaents* With a
small quantity of corn in the unit it would operate fairly well
for a short period of time, and then would bind and definitely
show that en aiiger of this ler^th was tmsatlsfactory for the
small 1/4 horsepower electric sotor.
Iha. addition s£. third tll<?r1rtf allovlat* th« pr«s-
sure on the auger« a third side was installed as shown in
Figure 37* This side was on a 35 degree slope, which was the
Sfflaller of the apparent side slopes, and the pressure plate was
raised to a clerance of 6 laches above the nearest obstruction,
which was the sloping bottom• There were 18 inches of the auger
left exposed beneath the pressure plate, nils unit operated
quite satisfactorily with a small quantity of crushed corn that
.65^
was practically free from foreign debris such as stalks or
husks. However, when additional corn was put Into the unit as
It came directly from the crusher, the difficulty of the shocks
weaving and bridging was prevalent. This method proved to bs
unsatisfactory inasmuch as It would necessitate the renoval of
the majority of foreign dsbrls in order to Insure optlsos per—
for«ance of the hopper, Furthermtnre, at the Junction of the
sloping side and the sloping bottoas the angle of slope was
less, and there was a tendency for the corn to hang in this area
•nd e&nse a bridging effect. A number of times there was a
definite lack of power on the auger.
jBsaa, imlt-rbftU izlxs
After considerable testing of the snail power unit. It
was deemed advisable to forego the sinall unit In favor of the
larger notor that was being used for the haoser mill as a driv
ing median for the hopper. It was felt that this would be the
most advisable In order to alleviate the difficulty of Insuffi
cient power to hairfle the auger when the corn would have a
tendency to cause the auger to catch. Although It would
remove some of the available power from the hammer mill, it
Would be counteracted by not being required to make an Invest
ment for a siaall motor.
The above was accomplished by placing a small diameter pulley
on the motor In addition to the driver pulley for the hammer mill,
and reBTT&ngit^ the speed reduction mechanism as shown In Figures
••66»
30 and 31 vlth the exception that vee*belts were used instead
of chains, so that the motor eotzld operate the anger.
Xbi third sloping After the changing of the power
nnlt to orereome the lack of reserve power when the anger
vonld bind or catch due to the corn, an operative test was made
with the third sloping side In place, as shown In Figure 37.
Approxira?Jtely 15 bushels of corn were placed in the hopper as
it came directly from the crusher. The same difficulties with
feeding Tsere prevalent as mentioned previously 'when the third
sloping side was used, with the exception that with the larger
power unit more slippage of the belt was present. Furthernore,
it was definitely concluded that the use of the third side was
impractical due to the lack of storage space for the crushed
corn, the bridging effect, and the variable flow of the crushed
corn to the auger. Again in this test, if the husks could have
been reserved, satisfactory operating results would have been
obtained.
open sneer. Since the larger power unit was installed
it was felt that the possibility of using an open auger might
again appear In the picture and give satisfactory and uniform
feeding, providing optlaram side slopes could be found that would
prevent bridging of the corn over the anger and free flow of the
eorn*
The addition of the larger type of power unit was not the
answer to snccessful feeding of the anger. The com would still
have a tei^ency to bridge, causing the auger to run empty for
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periodfl of several oinutes to indefinite lengthy aod It ivas
necessary to break the bridging by manual means. However, it
«as felt that the larger power unit was the ansver to the prob*
1*9 so far as powering the auger was concerned, axid tkm next
step was further investigation to deteraine what could be donm
to alleviate the two main difficulties still present^ namely,
(1) bridging and (2) lack of positive action on the auger drive.
lAUSl ESaiSL tiBll—SMfl drlT»
Froa observations In the previous tests, it was deemed
necessary that the auger be operated with a more positive drive
nechanism. therefore, a link belt drive was installed from the
worn gear to the auger shaft, as shown In Figure 30« This
afforded more positive action and, besides being of a more uni*
form angular velocity, would give a more uniform discharge rate.
Z&ft auger* The chain drive nechanisa was checked
when using the hoppw with an open auger, and it was noted that
the drive arohanism was quite uniform in action and that no
slippage ymn encountered on the remaiz^er of the speed reduction
mechanisia when an extra load was put on the auger. However, even
though the action was positive, the open auger was xinsatlsfaetory
inassneh as the effects of bridging were present*
StSt »gitatQr* In order to relieve the bri4giQg which was
evident9 and after careful observation of the pattern of the
com within the hopper, it was decided to install an agitator
in the lower part of the hopper directly over the auger so that
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it eould aet as a presstare pXata and in addition serve to
braak tha corn leosa anl forea a quantity into tha augar*
Trtm obsarration^ It vas fait tfaat tha Installation of a
rotating tsrpa of agitator loeatad approxlaataly 10-1/2 Inahas
abova thm augar would braak tha corn loosa so that it voold
fall diraetly into tha angar and also have a tandaney tovard
forcing, if nacassary, the cnishad corn that vas bridging ovar
tha angar«
Tha agitator installad is shown in Flgnra 3®* con-
structad of 2-1/2 inch staal pipa with flat steal bars of 3/8 inch
by 1 inch dimension welded at 180 degrees apart. A piece of 1
inch steel shafting was vralded onto each eod of the agitator
and mounted in wooden bearings fastened to each end wall of the
hopper. Figure 39 gives a view of the auger and the agitator
with the rectangular bars in a vertical position^ shoving the
clearance between the sloping sides snd the agitator, while
Figure 40 shows the auger with the bars in a horisontal posi
tion to shov the area covered when the agitator was acting as
a pressure plate* 7he location of the agitator can be seen in
Figure 41 with one of the sloping sides dropped to 15 degrees
in order to get a side viev of the equipment. The unit was
driven by a chain drive direct from the auger shaft, as shown
in Figure 30*
The first operative tests were made with this setup with
approximately 15 bushels of crushad corn in the hopper* This
quantity of corn was approximately 2 feet and 6 inches above the
-6S€i-
Pigure 38* Agitator Removed from Hopper•
7
1*. /
: /
t • •
Figure 39* Looking Down on Agitator with
Rectangular Bars Vertical to Show
Clearance Between Agitator and
Sloping Sides.
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Figure 40* LooJding Down on Agitator with
Rectangular Bars Horizontal to Show
How it was Possible to Relieve
Pressure on Auger.
Figure 41. Side View of Agitator Showing Height
Above Auger»
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top of tho ragor*
Tho otHTQ bridged After the aixger emptied once# Tho tassko
dirootXy ehove tho euger bridged and vould not alloo the
chopped corn to coaw throu^ to the &i;^fer» The agitator «aa
working the corn above the agitator, bnt did not exert aaffi-
dent force to break tho bridging belov the agitator» ao 1I1M«*
trated in 71gares42 and 43,
Since the entire trouble with brldgli^ aeoMd to bo belov
the agitator, it was dooldod to lover the unit approxlaBtoly
2 Inchoo* This appeared to bo ^ location at vhlch tho corn
hrldglng belov the egltatc^ oould be forced down into the aucor*
After ehanglzqt tha height of the agitator, the coi»n,
inoluding the ahoeks, th&t was naed in the pravlous test of the
agitator vas replaced in the hopper* The shucks were spread as
mdforaly ao possible through the entire quantity of corn, aztf
the unit vas checked for coaplete discharge aa.1 the rate of dla«>
charge so that the unlforjslty could be deterialjmd* Tho rate of
discharge is shorn In Table 17* Oniy aboot 2 pouaAa of oon
roaaiaod in the hopper at tho outlet «id, all of vhlch wos along
tho sloping bottoa and tho end vail.
Tho eeeond run of tho topp«> was aade by placing tho corn
Into tho hopper agoln, and this tljne thet portion of ttie shucks
ttiat were roaoved by the extended auger wss not roplaeod In tho
oorn in ^^er tlwt a ct^ck cosipsrison could be tacde on the rate
of discharge. The rate of discharge is shown in Table 18,
It will be noted In Table iB ^lat the avorago spieatlty
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n<jure 42. Shetch of Bi^iDGiNc Bet\a/fbn
Agitator and Augb-r.
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Figure 43. Example of the Corn Bridging When
Agitator was too High
Sample^
r
2
3
4
1
2
9
10
IL X
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Table 17
Bate of Discharge of Boppor
With Agitator 8-1/2 Inches Ab^e Auger*
2nd Hun of Corn
Moisture Content 16*4^
B*P»^ of Auger 12
et Wel'^t
of Corn
2S.1
24.7
24«d
26«1
25.8
24«8
23-8
24,1
25.9
?g.8 X
Sample
12
13
14
16
19
20
21
22. X
Iiret U'elg
of Corn
20.4
20.5
19.8
20,5
22,8
22.7
19.8
18,5
19.1
Z1*0,
Saaple
24
M
H
29
30
31
32
31
:^Quantlt7 velghed each alnute
^Pounds left In Hopper—2
Table 18
Rate of Discharge of Hopper
With Agitator 8-1/2 Inches Ab^e Auger*
3rd Run of Corn
Moisture Content 16.4^
R.P.J£. of Atiger 12
U Wigkl
of Corn
•Ptf^twEKga
20.4
17.1
22.3
12.5
14.6
}I:J
ilrl
12.62
Sample^ of Corn Sanple
Ket Velght I
of Corn t
t Net Weight
Saniple t of Corn
"T
2
3
4
I
I
9
10
IL
32.1
29.9
28.1
29.9
28.5
27.6
29.8
28,1
29.3
"IF
13
14
15
16
18
19
20
21
^Quantity weighed each loinute
^Hopper completely emptied
30.5
25.1
24,7
22 ,9
22,7
26.6
22,6
27.4
28,6
^7t9
23
24
II
n
29
30
31
•f PtH bMIKtA
oTa3
19.7
22.0
17.2
23.5
24.8
8.6
18.4
19.3^
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diselmrged each mlnate tms Imrger than the values for th«
operative test shown in ^ble 17* This can b9 explained hy the
f&ct that sone of the foreign debris had been reiaovedy and also
the faet that the auger has a tendency to shell the corn as
wall as does rehandllng the corn. Therefore, Table 17 is more
adaptable as to actual results than is the table Ixkdleatlng the
discharge To^ the third run of cora*
A third operative test was aade with the agitator located
at 8«l/2 loehes above the auger and the slope of the bottoas at
45 degrees with the horisontal and the hopper filled within 8
Inches of the top* The rate of discharge Is shown in Table 19^
vhleh Indicates good uniformity in discharge* However« at this
time it was definite that the volume was more unifora than the
velght of the corn that was discharged.
Difficulty "was eaeountered after 84 niinutes of operation*
the husks that had fallen accu'aalated below the agitator and
also wrapped around the agitator. It was necessary to push
through and break the bridging of the husks asd the remainder
of the eorn went oat at a unifora rate* There had been Insuf*
flelent ^assure on the husks to foree the re^salnder of the
corn down Into the auger.
After 93 ainutes of operation the corn refused to break
loose due to the husks. There was an alaost vertical wall about
1 foot in width at the outlet end of the hopper at this tirae.
An (Overhang corn arched over the agitator and auger* If it
had been broken inanually, the entire quantity would have been
-75-
Table 19
Sate of Discharge of Hopper
v;hen Filled vfithia 8 Xnohes of Top
\;ith Agitator S 1/2 Inches Above Auger
let Hua of corn
R.P.12, of Auger 12
Moisture content 16»7$
1 pounds :
•
e Founds : j^oiinds
Sample*^ of Corn Sample ee of corn : Saiaple of Corn
Discharged ee Diseharsed : Discharged
1 32 ee :Ji.b : 63 26.2''
2 31.7 33 25.0 t 64 25.1
3 30.1 34 •• 24.4 t 65 22.0
U 32.6 35 s 24.4 I 66 21.3
1 36.2 36 •• 26.4 t 67 23.8
6 31.7 37 t U.O 1 68 19.1
7 34.1 33 : 5.0 1 69 22.9
8 31.6 39 t 9.6 t 70 11.6
9 32.1 40 t 18.8 t 71 17.3
10 31.1 41 t 24.9 1 72 23.0
11 30.9 42 t 28.1 t 73 21.9
12 27.3 43 t 29.7 t 74 17.2
13 30.4 U t 28.3 1 75 21,1
U 30.8 45 t 25.5 1 76 15.6
15 33.2 46 t 24.6 1 77 19.1
16 26.7 47 •e 26.3 I 78 20.1
17 2d.6 48 •e 14.7 : 79 16.6
IS 34.5 49 { 19.3 : 80 14.3
19 2a.1 50 : 20.3 : 81 10.2
20 28.1 51 ee 20.3 J 82 5.2
21 29.9 52 ee 24.8 : 83 3.8
22 33.5 53 •e 26.3 J 84 2.3
23 32.4 54 I 26.5 t 85 3.3
24 34.2 55 I 26.5 : 86 11.4
2$ 29.6 56 t 23.9 : 87 16.8
26 27.4 57 e• 18.0 : 88 U.3
27 30.9 58 t 23.8 s 89 11.9
2ft 32.3 §9 : 19.3 ; 90 13.9
29 32.4 60 X 14.9 : 91 6.1
30 33.5 61 : U.7 i 92 18.1
n 26.6 62 •e 18.2 : 93 : 2.4
^ ^^uantity weighed each loinata
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rescwd* tJpon r«fBOvlng corn it was found that ^m4 hushals
wmrm left to th« abOTs described bridgings Figure 44
lllastrates the height and width of the wall of corn that would
not leave the hopper*
fhis corn contained an excessive quantity of foreign
debris and hoske* However, fre« the appearance of the bridging.
It showed that If the side slopes were dropped soae^t It
would release the pressure on the wedge formation catted by the
sloping bottoms, and would aid In allowing the corn to break
loose as It wast being fed froa the auger.
Correlation xHH 1 borafPCTtr S^iSL
The correlative teats for the 3 horsepower motor on the
haemr olll were aade using the I Inch screen with corn of
14,6 per cent inolsture content, and side slopes at 40 degrees*
These tests Indicated the posslblUty of adapting this experl-
nental unit for active use and present day grinding practices
on the far a.
It will be noted In Trble 20 that the unit operated Quite
satisfactorily and gave a fairly unlforo KW demand for electri
cal energy used for the grinding process. The deaand curve,
Figure 46, Indicates that the deraand was maeh more uniform than
for the grinding ef chopped or crushed corn by hand feeding,
as shown la Figure 8«
The auger rotative speed i^lch proved to be the best for
the established conditions was 6 revolutions per rnisote. The
-77-
Mm
Figure 44. Tixe Vertical Bridging Along the Outlet
End Wall Caused by Excess O^uantity of
Huslcs and the Side Slope too Extreme.
rf.
Figure 45* The Effects of Foreign Material in
Corn*
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Table 20
Quantity ot C0rn»C0b UeaX Ground afid IT^ Baoand
Vaing BxparimentaX uoppar with Bell Ko* 2 Haaser 1£ill
powered with 3 Horsepower Motor
R.P.M* Auger 6
Moisture Coatent 14«6f^
sample
HO.
TWe
Int.
(3eo*)
Watts
of
power
s VooikikS
t of
: Greia
i Pouiitia
: per
: Hour
KW
Demand
KW-Hr/Ton
1 123 90 : 37»0
t
: 1080 2.63 4.87
Z 133 90 t 39.0 ; 1052
A
2.43 4.62
3 131 90 : 33.8 1 928 2.47 5.32
4 128 90 : 38.3 I 1072 2.53 4.72
5 144 96 \ 43.2 5 107«
A
2.40 4.46
6 131 90
•
t 38.8
w
: 1060
A
2.47 4.66
7 148 90 : 44.2
V
: 1072
•
2.19 4.0S
B 124 90 ; 42.7 : 1242
A
2.61 4.20
9 142 90 : 26.6 : 726 2.28 6.27
10 133 90 I 35.7
A
s 967
A
2.44 5.05
U 135 90 1 31.9 t 850
a
2.39 5.63
12 145 90 t 31.2
*
: 780 2.23 5.72
13 139 90 i 32.5 : 842
A
2.33 5.54
U U2 90 1 30.9 t 784
*
2.28 5.81
15 139 90 : 31.6
A
; 818
•
2.32 5.67
16 148 90 t 33.8 : 822 2.19 5.16
17 152 90 t 2«.8 t 682 2.12 6.22
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randoa saatpUngs which were taken during the etnirse the
emptying of approximately 50 bushels of corn Indicated a very
food capacity for the hanuaer mlUy although it was not as great
as the capacity for hand feeding. Hoverer, It will he necessary
to keep the autoaatlc feeding capacity at a lower rate than the
hand feedlx^ due to the fact that corn Is going Into the uxKlt
contlnucvsly, and should a larger quantity go Into ^e mill It
would be unable to recover and the deaand would be so great
that the motor overload control would cause the circuit to be
broken.
During the course of the test of eiiptylng the hopper there
was no difficulty encountered, and at no tlae did the auger run
empty. However^ for some periods of tlae the capacity of the
auger was not as large as It might be due to the foreign nater-
lal and busks that would have a tendency to hold back the flow
of the chopped or crushed corn* With the agitates at the height
of 8*1/2 inches above the auger there was always coaplete renoval
of ^le com that was In the hopper.
This operative test, together with the other correlative
tests. Indicates that the auger rotative speed Is going to be
determined by the amount of foreign oaterlal that Is mixed with
the corn. If the corn Is quite clean and of uniform lengths and
very little shelled corn Is present, the unit will be able to
operate at a higher rate of speed. However, if there Is con
siderable shelled com alxed with the chopped corn^ It will be
necessary to reduce the speed In order to get the optlaua
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operatlog eoiadltlozia from ths automatic faader.
ElSb 1 hor8«PQwar aotor
Tha hoppery with side slopes of 40 degrees, vas filled to
capacity with corn of 15*9 per cent moisture content, bafore
beginning an attempt to correlate the rotative speed of the
auger to the capacity of the hasimer silll* At the start the
auger was operating at 12 revolutions per Biinute when the 1 inch
screen was in the hamaer ffllll. The demand curve showed that the
motor was operating within its deaand llioitation and was not
overloaded, as shown in Figure 15* However, there was a
tendency for the corn to build up in the feeding crough and go
Into the hanmer sill in slugs, aad then the fan would not handle
the ground grain* This was, no doubt, due to a certain extent
to the gate in the feed trough being in the open position and
allowing too much air to enter the grinder through the feed
opening Instead of drawing the air and ground feed from below
the screen*
The rotative speed of the auger was changed to 10 revolu
tions per minute and the operation was continuous. This gave
a rather low average dejnarrf, Figure 47, for the 5 horsepower
motor, but the haaimer mill operated very satisfaetorily and the
blower did not clog as It did at the previous rotative speed of
12 revolutions par almita.
The restO-ts as shown in Table 21 seem to show that this was
very inefficient and perhaps there was some slippage of the belt
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vlilch «aa not notieoable ffxtept irti«n the restOLts vero eaXou**
Iat«S« This 3««!aa to be partlcuXerly true apon ehaoklng baek
to the Imnd feeding eapaeit/ of the hassier aiill, ae shown In
Table 9, The slippage asay hawe been due to the fact that the
ootor was not mouated on the fraae but on the hand truck and
was not a permanent Installation^ maldng it difficult to get
belt tension sufficient to reduce slippage as one would desire
for peraianent usage. However, the slippage was not the aajor
factor or the deoand curve would have been sore unlfora*
the data tends to show that additional research work
should be done with the 5 horsepower unit so that ^e volune
of gnin would be sore of the controlling factor than the
weighty since there is considerable shelled corn that comes
from the crusher and also the auger raechanism seems to do some
shelling*
The data for the correlative tests were not taken contin
uously but at various times in order to get a rai^om sampling
of the Aanner in which the hopper was feeding the hamser mill*
The low discharge of the auger, as shown in Table 21, for
these tests ean be explained to som extent by the fact that
the samples were taken from the last half of the hopper load.
The first half of the hopper load had been ground iMle experi-
nentlng with higher auger speeds* This trend is also shown in
Table 20 for the correlative tests of the 3 horsepower unit;
however, in these tests it was possible to take random saaplinge
froa the beginning to the end of the grinding period.
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there was no dlfflciilty in the proeoss of oaptyinc
hopper during the correlative tests. Howavert tha shallad com
would seem to trickle down the walls of the crashed corn and
then there would be a sudden breakage of the bridging. The
auger and agitator would again be completely corored. At no
time was the auger running empty while the corn wrs breaking
loose* There seemed to be continuous flow at all times* The
weight emptied par oimite would vary due to the following con-
ditionst (1) shelled eorn eont«nt| (2) the aaoont of husks
other forvign material present^ (3) or lAiether it was entirely
of the crushad corn in fairly uniform lengths*
The optimum side slopes for the hopper bottcm is an impor
tant factor toward proper operation of the hopper* The manner
in which the corn feeds into the surer and the ebility of the
corn to frae itself from bridging are due partially to the
angle at iHileh tha bottom makes with the horisontal*
S)uring tha iRvastigation of the axperimental hopprntf obsaT'
wations wara mada as to the slope which would serve most satis
factorily* In the first tests* when only a szuill quantity of
corn was in the hopper^ it was self-ewident that the slops
should be greater than 30 degrees* ^hen a slope of less than
30 degrees was usad the corn would not slide freely into tha
auger* Even at 30 degrees there would be times that some of
the corn would be withheld by friction from falling into the
•86*
An op«rfitiT« test was mad* on th« •zp«riiMntal hopper, as
discussed un^er the agitator, and it ves found that with a side
slope of 4-5 degrees the corn would wedge to such an extent that
difficulty was encountered before the last 5*4- bushels were
removed.
In the correlative tests with the 3 and the 5 horsepower
electric siotors the side slopes were adjusted to 40 degrees asd
the hopper was filled to eapaeit/* During these tests the corn
was completely reaoved from the hopper*
In the second run of the operative test the side slopes
were set at 3? degrees with the unit filled to within 8 inches
of the top. Similarly to the correlative tests, the corn was
completely reaoved from the hopper.
^hen comparing these tests there seessed to be very little
difference in the manner that the corn entered the auger. It
.imst be kept in odnd that In the operative test the corn used
was classified as second'-run corn since it had been run through
tlw hopper once before. Turthenaore, it aast be considered that
there is a wide varlaMe in corn samples* However, from obser
vations of these tests, an angle of 35 degrees to 40 degrees
can be recoa^nded as the optiaaw slope. Because of the vari
ance in corn samples, due to the amount of foreign debris present,
the moisture content, and the quantity of shells corn mixed
with the sample, it is Impossible to definitely state what one
angle woiOd be most satisfactory.
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Appllcatlon siL ajigjBX
Th« as orlglnslly eonstrocted on the ^perlmental
hopp«r, was left extended for the remainder of the tests. This
extension of both the anger and the auger trough proved of
benefit when running the correlative testa by removli^ thm
husks, foreign debris, and lighter materials fro™ the chopped
or crushed corn. The ertended suger allowed the corn to be
emptied into the hammer mill while the lighter material was
carried on through to the end of the suger.
Offhand this seemed unnecessary, but after noting the quan
tity of this material It could be seen how quickly difficulty
would have been encountered had this material been allowed to
flow directly Into the hammer mill. The feed opening of the
SBall hammer Hill wonld eventually beecm filled and would have
allowed the feed trough to overflow. In the event an attendant
were not present the hopper would continue to empty, aggravating
the afore mentioned conditions. Figure 48 readily illustrates
the manner in which the husks were separated from the crushed
corn.
Some of the corn was observed passing on through with thB
lighter material. This ms usually present when a large volume
of shocks would enter the auger at one time. There was also
some com passing through with the material at other times, but
In most eases It was attached to the com. This passage of com
could not be considered wasteful because of the advantages as
compar<»d with the disadvantages. However, it would be a simple
Figure 48^
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A
Apfdlcatloa of Extended Auger
SiiDwing Separa-tion of the
HusJcs and Foreign Debris from
the Crushed Corn#
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astter for this mteriaX to 1m givon to llTostoek vhieh eould
salTOco thm e<xrn.
Th« fmidaiMntsl prizwiplo of an auger indicates that th«
total discharge of honogeneous substances is proportional to
the revolutions per minute at which the auger is operating*
With this in mind, tests were made with the aufer operating
at various revolutions per ndnute, discharge of the crushed
corn was o»asuredy and the results tabulated in Table 22.
IFpon plotting these it will be noted that the straight line^
as shown in Figure 5^9 is epproxiBate with crushed corny which
was the answer to the (question at hand« Furtheraore, the rate
continued to be ^oportional to ^e revolutions per wiiiate fvr
the complete range* It was anticipated that the ratio might
vary when the auger was operating at a lower r«p,m« because
the slow removal of corn would not be sufficient to cause enough
change in the layer structure of the corn in the hopper, and a
partial bridging effect was expected* Uowever^ the results show
that the discharge of the auger is directly proportional to
the r*p«B« of the auger*
The fundanental tests were made with crushed corn suffi
cient to just cover the agitfttorj therefore, the quantity was
governed by observation of the volune used and the earn was not
weighed until it was being discharged* The slone of the sides
was 40 degrees*
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Table 22
DlBoliarge Heta ot Aa^er^
Moi8b>ire Coatent
2 ^3aciple'^ t 13
•
e
• 10.5
Aiiger
; 8 :
t
6.5 : 5
Ko. s"^ Net of Corn Discharged
I
1 t 23.3
X
3 22.1
S X
t 17.7 s 9*6 X 12.1
X
2 s 32.1
X
X 21.1
X X
1 U.5 X 20.3 : 12.0
«
3 t 17.3
i
18.5
• t
X 14.0 X 13.6 X 14.3
I
4 X 21.5
i
: 12.5
X X
t 13.9 I 7.7 X 8.9
X
5 1 22.0
i
! 15*3
X X
t 13.1 t 7.4 X 8.0
s
6 : 16.7
X
t IS.l
X X
t 12.7 t 10.4 s 8.4
7 I
i
1 15.5
X X
t 11,3 : 10.2 X 6.8
1
8 t
s
t 13*6
X X
X t 11.3 I 8,2
I
9 I
X
s
X X
t X 9.9 1 7.4
10 t
X
s
X X
3 X 10.1 X 8.2
I
U :
i
X
X X
X X d.2 t 7.9
12 s
X
X
X X
X X
X
X 9.0
13 I
X
s
X s
t :
X
t 8.5
14 :
X
t
X X
t X
X
X 7.6
15 1
e
f
X X
S X X 8.8
s
ATera£;e i
I
22.2
e
e
t
i
17.1
X X
1 13.5 :
1 X
10.8 x'
I
9.1
^ Hopper filled ontil agitator waa eoYered.
^ Quantity weiglied eaoH niiaute.
- ==-^- =
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POUNDS pBR MiNUT£
Rsiat/onshjp of^ RPM. of /)uGefz
0/^C/-f.^RGS or CHoppeo fAn Cohn^
AND THB
DISCC8S10X
Comparison of Automtie Foodlng With
Hand Faedlnc
Tha coaplate satap for the axparimantal grittSlng unit caa
ba seen In Plgtiras 50 to 53* This arrangement should not be
considered as the perfect one, due to the necessity of taoving
the haffloar mill aotor or the need for an additional motor for
^e eruaher* The moving of the motor vould be the aore econom-
leal} hovevaTt it is izwonvajaient unless tha motor ia mounted
on a hand troek. In ease tha orator is aoontad on a hand truek
it is esaantial that some means of attaching tha aotcr to tha
hammer mill frame be used vhieh vill offer a method of adjust-*
ing the belt tension* In most eases any ot^er met) od will
allow some slippage and decrease the capacity*
This fact is partially responsible for the low capacity
that is indicated in Table 23« However, the decrease in the
average discharge as the hopper is emptied is also evident^ as
discussed previously in the report on the correlation teats.
Upon checidLng the demand curvey Figure 47, it is also avidrat
that the belt slippage was not the aajor factor. If it had bean,
the demand eurve would have been moch more uniform.
In comparing ^e demand curves while grinding with the
automatic feeder. Figures 46 and 4?,with those of hand feeding,
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i
Figure 50. Side View of Experimental Unit with
3 Horsepower Motor and Hammer Mill
in Place*
Figure 51. Oblique View of the Experimental
Hopper and Hammer Mill.
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Figure 52. Side View of the Experimental
Hopper.
Figure 53. View of the Setup of Crusher with
Experimental Hopper.
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Table 23
CoBparlson of Hand Feedlog and Automatic Feeding
of Crushed Bar Corn for Grinding vlth
Bell So. 2 Haooer Ulll
^ Horsenower 5 Horsepower
Hand t Automatic
Feeding t Feeding
Hand
Feeding
Automatic
Feeding
Capacity
Lbs. per Hour
KW
»-Hr/Ton
s
s
1311 « 933
t
3.04 I 2.36
t
5.08 j 5-18
f
2303
4.77
4.15
1170
2.57
4.82
Figures 8 and 15, It will be noted that the amplitude of the
fluctuations is snaller^ Indleating a snaUer variation in the
demand requirements on the distribution lines of the power
supplier. This vas one of the objectives or purposes of this
investigation.
In the case of the 3 horsepower unit when feeding by hand
the capacity of 1311 pounds per hour was quite favorable to that
of autooatlc feeding of 933 pounds per hour, with an average
demand of 3*04 KV to 2.3^ KW respectively. The latter Is oiueh
•ore favorable for extended operation than by hand feeding.
Kie decrease in available power, due to that required by
the hopper, is a factor to be considered when discussing eapael*
ties of automatic and hand fed grinding units. The power require
ments of the auger was practically a straight line variation with
the quantity of crushed ear corn in the hopper. When the auger
was operated with the hopper filled to capacity the dexaand was
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540 imtta, i^le eapty it r«i|uir«d ozdjr 120 vatts. It Boat 1m
noted that there mre short periods^ according to the deaand
ctzTTe^ of slight increases due to the sudden loading of ^e
euger by the breaking of the bridged corn* The aVove figures
readily indicate the advisability of not operating the unit at
the same capacity as for hand feeding*
The 5 horsepower ootor unit did not compare as favorablei
hovever^ it does give a decrease in the electrical requiresents
per ton over the 3 horsepower unit* It is felt that this capa
city o£ 1170 pounds per honr cerold be increased sli^tly hy addi--
tional iavestigation of other changes in the experiaental hopper
or the feed grinder itself.
The autonatic niethod of griniSing definitely indicates a
labor saving feature for adaptation to farm use* When grinding
ear corn automatically only 0.24 aian hours are required per ton^
which is the crushing process* While grinding by hand feeding
with the 3 horsepower notor on the Ho. 2 3ell Haamer mill and
using a 1 inch screen, 1»52 nan hours per ton are necessary*
Under similar conditions anfl using the 5 horsepower sotor 0*87
oan hours per ton are required.
In Ueu of soae uuTavOTable results it is encouraging to
see that autOTatic grinding of ear com is a possibility,
although like other problems, needs to be given more extensive
investigation for the optinuai benefits.
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COKUJSZORS AB) RECOil]IE»)ATIO>K!
Ceoeltislona
1, The capacitr of th« bsnmer alll will Tarr to raeh an
t S
extent, due to the Tariables« that lt\ lapoeslble to obtain
duplicate testa.
2. Hand feeding of ear corn or chopped corn Is undesir
able beeauae of the labor element as veil as the demand charac-
teriatles for this type of grinding.
3* A aeaavreaMnt of ToXuae of crushed corn la aore lapor-
tant than a aaasureaent of weight vhen considering the eapaelty
and an auto^aatlo feeding mechanlsis for the unit*
mie Bloom No. 2 Crusher vlll handle the corn as fast
as an Individual cares to scoop Into the feed trough with the
regular feeding Qteehanlsni.
5, The location of the crusher vas not satisfactory due to
the piling of the corn as It caiae from the elevator into the
hopper* A conveying nechanlsm should be used that would empty
Into the center of the hopper*
6* A netal bottos anst be used In order to assure free
flov of the eorn into the auger* Plywood Is ui^tlsfafitory diM
to the abrasive action of the corn*
7* The power delivered by a 1/^ horsepower electric motor
is insufficient for powering an auger unit of this slse*
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8, Th« ose of th« third sloping side is objaetlonable dm
to bridging proralont and the d«er«as« in storage space for
erushad corn*
9* The optiooa slope of the bottom vas 35 to 40 degrees
for the eorn used.
10. The sloping bottom on a permanent installation should
be adjustable for adaptation of other grains#
11. The vee-belt drive on the final speed reduction to the
auger is unsatisfactory due to the soall rotative speeds
Teq;}3ix9d for the auger.
12« A variable speed reducli^ aeohanisa should be used so
that the revolutions per mlmtte of the auger ccmld be varied as
the hopper Is being emptied ^ and also for adaptation to the
feeding of other grains irlth the hopper*
13» A clutch should be used between the motor end the drive
mechanism so that the hamz^r mill could be operated without
operating the auger.
14• A power shaft and clutch arrange^aent to the crusher
would be advantageous on a permanent installation to relieve the
requirentents of an additional motor and the necessity of moving
motor when the chopper is used*
15* The motor us^ should not be required to operate at
maximnw demand requirements in order that reserve power Is
available for critical moments*
16» The extended auger should be used for removing the
lighter material from the corn to prevent clogging of ^e hammer
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Bill feeding troQgh* A niniiBum of the last 6 inches of the
feeder troagh should he left open to prevent binding of the
husks hetveen the auger trough and the auger bearing hanger.
17* The agitator should be located at a point 8«l/2 ineh#s
above the auger for optlania operation.
18. The optisnxm speed of the auger was 6 revolutions per
minute when a 3 horsepower motor was used on the grinder at a
capacity of 933 pounds per hour, and 10 revolutions per minute
when operating with the 5 horsepower motor at a capacity of
1170 pounds per hour.
Recommendations
It is recoamended that future experimentation with a unit
of this type be characterized by the following considerations!
1. A speed reducing siechanism that will be capable of
Varying the speed of the auger from 4 revolutions per minute
to 20 revolutions per minute should be used. By so doing it
may be possible to use this equipment for grinding sniall grains.
2. Actual farm studies should be niade of the unit to
deter-nine the effects on operation caused by crushed corn
settling if not ground at one tiae.
^ 3« The auger should be replaced with a drag chain and
then determine the adaptability to more uniform feedii^*
4-. A unit should be developed whereby the crusher is an
integral part of the storage hopper.
5* It should be investigated further to determine the
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effects of moisture content on the ability of the ^mit to
operate satisfactorily.
6, More work should be done with the 5 horsepower frizid-
ing unit to Increase the capacity.
7. There should be conducted an ixiTestigatloB of feeding
ear corn directly in the hanaer miXl by a selection principle
to ellBinate Investnwnt of crusher.
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SraUART
This projcret was concerned vith the develoiHsent of a pro
cess for handling ear corn so that it can be ground into corn
cob meal autoiostically vith the small electric povered units*
Little eyidence was located indicating previous work on
this problem. Preliiainary work on a demonstration basis by
Harold H» Beaty of Iowa State College Extension Senrice on a
farn in eastern Iowa indicated that autoaatie grinding of ear
corn was a possibility if the corn was first chopped into uni
form lengths of approzioately 1^1/2 inches*
In order that this work could be carried further f an
ezperiaental hopper of an approximate capacity of 50 bushels
of chopped corn^ with adjustable sloping bottoni| was constructed
for the storage of the corn prior to grinding* At the bottoaa
of the "V" formed by the two sloping sides a 6 inch auger was
installed for feeding the grain into the hasuaer "1 at a uni
form rate.
SUaerous preliminary tests were oade lAien the augar was
powered through a speed reduction oechanisaf giving a final
auger rotation speed of 20 revolutions per minute by a 1/4 horse
power eleetric motor. This typ-e of unit was unsatisfactory due
to the lack of reserve power at critical moments when the corn
would bind between the auger and the auger trough* This con
dition was applicable when the auger was fully exposed to the
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stored corn and also vhen the adjustable triangular pressure
plate vas Installed at interrals froa 2 inches to 5 Inehes over
the auger. Then the treasure plate vas being used another unsat
isfactory condition existed and that vas the bridging effect
betveen the pressure plate end the sloping slde^ caused by the
shocks atkl also the tendency of the chopped corn to bridge.
It being desirable to maintain the pover requirements for
this unit as lov as possible, a third sloping side vas installed^
giving three sides vith a slope of 35 degrees vhlle the triangu
lar pressure plate vas installed at a height of 6 inches above
the top of the auger. A number of tinws it was noted that
additional pover vas needed, and the bridging effect caused by
the shucks vas still present. This method did vork satisfae*
torlly vhen the shucks vere removed, bat such vould not be prae-
tical for the actual farm usage.
Due to the need for additional pover the speed reduction
mechanism vas revised so that the auger could be powered from
the same motor that pcr*vered the feed grinder. This vould
decrease the available power to the grinder, but vould eliminate
additional investment for the farmer.
In a series of tests on the operation of the hopper the
pressure plate vas removed, allovlng the corn to fall directly
Into the auger. During the usage of this arrangement It vas
found that the corn directly above the auger vould be removed,
and then there vas an arching and bridging effect betveen the
sloping sides so that the remainder vould not feed into the
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atager* these tests Ixidlofited a direct need for some type of
agitation over the auger.
A revolTing agitator« constructed from a 2-1/2 inch steel
pipe with two bars of 3/8 inch b/ 1 inch flat steel welded at
180 degrees apart on edge, was Installed at a height of 10-1/2
Inches abofve the auger. This height allowed for bridging
between the agitator and the sloping sides, hence the tinlt wtm
lowered to 8-1/2 i2)ches above the atiger. ?Shen located at this
height the hopper would empty quite satisfactorily and the
bridging was eliminated.
The correlation of the speed of the auger to both the 3
and the 5 horsepower motor indlcrted that there was a variation
la the quantity of corn being delivered by the auger ^ especially
i^en tests were aade by weight* The results indicated that ttm
volixae of corn^ whether It was shelled or choired, was oore of
the controlling factor.
The quality of the corn and the amount of foreign material
will be a determining factor in the proper adjustment of the
angular velocity of the auger to the cepaclty of the hammer .islll.
Althovtgh it was impossible to obtain the same capacity as obtained
in hand feeding tests, the pover demand for the motor was nmeh
more uniform than for hanci feeding.
The results of the experimentation indicate that the grind
ing of ear corn automatically is a posslbiUty^ although addi
tional work is required prior to optiflun performance of the equip
ment.
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